
Opening July 9th, 2016, HAGIWARA PROJECTS is very pleased to present the solo exhibition of new  
works by Soshi Matsunobe titled “Knit the Knot.” Matsunobe will present the series of works on 
paper,  and this will be the artist's second solo exhibition at the gallery.

July 9 (sat.) - August 6 (sat.) 2016
Tue. - Sat. 11:00 - 19:00　（Closed on Sun., Mon., and national holidays）

Reception for the artist：July 9 日（sat）18:00 - 20:00

HAGIWARA PROJECTS
3-18-2-101 Nishi-Shinjuku, Tokyo 〒160-0023 
T / F: + 81 3 6300 5881  
E: info@hagiwaraprojects.com

Soshi Matsunobe

“Knit the Knot”

Soshi Matsunobe　　http://matsunobe.net/
Born in Kumamoto-pref. , Japan in 1988. He Graduated from Kyoto Saga University of Arts (junior 
college) in 2008. Exhibitions include "Still life transparent objects" HAGIWARA PROJECTS (Tokyo, 2014), 
"discreet abstraction" Maki Fine Arts (Tokyo, 2015), "Abstract Jungle" GALERIE DE MULTIPLES, (Paris, 
F rance,  2015) ,  "Twis ted  Rubber  Band /  Humming"  Ga l le ry  PARC (Kyoto ,  2013) , “ :No 
Subtitle” HAGIWARA PROJECTS (Tokyo, 2013), “SCHEMA, Kyoto.Koln” Schilling Arkitekten x Super 
Window Project (Koln, Germany, 2012), “VERLANGSAMTE PERFORMANCE” VAN HORN (Dusseldorf, 
Germany, 2012), “UNE FENETRE JAPONAISE”  Galerie de Multiples (Paris, 2011), 　“KOBE Biennale 2011, 
Under the elevated railroad Art Project” Motomachi Shopping Street （Hyogo, Japan, 2011）, 
“Contemporary Art of Taro Okamoto Award” OKAMOTO TARO MUSEUM (Kanagawa, Japan, 2011), 
“Emerging Asian Artists, art gwangju” KDJ Convention Center (Gwanju, Korea, 2010), “Direction of 
Materials” Super Window Project™ & Gallery (Kyoto, 2010)

Soshi Matsunobe “knit the knot” 2016, pencil on paper

In the world, there is the object which includes versatility, plurality and variability in its own 
property.
I add the inconsistent properties as singularity, uniqueness and invariability to the object while 
keeping those properties which does not suit “preservation” as much as possible. While these 
properties are conflicts, I decipher the complicated context the object has and lead to coexistence. 
At this moment, even process of production, exhibition method, sales method and distribution 
method will be a part of subject of my work.                     

I trace a line of scribble drawn momentarily and make a guide of  the  line.
When replaying the line using the guide, we can control the order and the speed which draw the 
line freely while leaving there movement of momentary body. At that time, ” Line” which have 
countless shape starts to get the countless shape of depth moreover.
Preservation and edit have a possibility that do not only set the thing straight, but also expand 
confusion to the different direction.


